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‘Third’ and fringe parties 

 

Kevin Morgan 

 

 

As for the first time in the 1950s millions gathered round their television sets on election 

night, a new device was unveiled to picture for them the way that things were going. This 

was the famous swingometer, affably manipulated by Canadian pundit Bob McKenzie, and it 

represented the contest of Britain’s two great tribes of Labour and Conservatives as a simple 

oscillating movement between one election and another. Standing head to head in 1951, the 

two parties had between them secured 96 per cent of the national popular vote. By 1959, 

when for the first time the swingometer was deployed on a national and not just constituency 

level, all but seven MPs accepted one or other of the two major party whips. McKenzie was a 

distinguished academic as well as one of the first of the new breed of media psephologists. In 

his monument to duopoly British Political Parties, he had consigned even the Liberals to a 

three-page appendix, and every other party to the dustbin of lost causes and deposits.1 As 

results poured in on election night, the swingometer collated them as a single national ballot 

from which all subsidiary movements were excluded, and the only decision that mattered was 

that between the two prospective front benches. What else were elections for? And who was 

really interested in the handful of anomalies?  

Already in 1882, Gilbert and Sullivan’s Private Willis had sung in Iolanthe of how 

every new-born Briton was ‘either a little Liberal or else a little Conservative’. According to 

McKenzie, this was a product of the franchise extensions that began in 1832 and of an era of 

                                                 
1 R.T. McKenzie, British Political Parties. The distribution of power within the Conservative and Labour 

Parties (London, 1955). 
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modern party organisation to which all centrifugal pressures were subordinated. In what came 

to be referred to as the ‘Westminster model’, the role of party was simply to sustain these two 

competing teams of parliamentary leaders. Their branding and identity mattered less than the 

fact that there should be only two, as both condition and corollary of a system of modern 

cabinet government whose chief accountability lay in the parliamentary opposition that was 

also an alternative government. 

Ironically, as the last notes of Private Willis still hung in the air, a third instalment of 

franchise reform and the stirrings of independent labour were about to herald the one seismic 

shift of the modern party era and the consequent displacement of the Liberals as a party of 

government. The immediate result was a period of considerable fluidity, but one which the 

forming of a first majority Labour government in 1945 seemingly brought to a close. If 

anything, the dualism of the Westminster model seemed now to be still further underpinned 

by the single class-based social cleavage which some social scientists identified as the key to 

Britain’s partisan allegiances. Everything else, as Peter Pulzer famously put it, was 

‘embellishment and detail’.2 Class had spelt the Liberals’ political doom, and Labour’s rise in 

its stead, to such an extent that neither national, regional, ethnic, confessional nor any other 

form of segmentation counted for anything in party terms. Combine the Westminster model 

with British class relations, and the result was what Giovanni Sartori in his famous 

comparative study described in 1976 as a perfect two-party system.3 

He would not have described it this way by the end of the century. It had become 

obvious, not only that the party system was a-changing, but that two-party dominance had 

never embodied such deep-seated ‘historical and moral forces’ as its proponents had once 

                                                 
2 Cited David Butler and Donald Stokes, Political Change in Britain. Forces Shaping Electoral Choice 

(London, 1969), p. 74. 

3 Giovanni Sartori, Parties and Party Systems: a framework for analysis (Colchester, 2005), pp. 164-70. 
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assumed.4 According to Arendt Lijphart in another classic text on party systems, Britain’s 

was a two-party system by repute which had always – even in 1951 – had its ‘third’ parties 

which this model discounted.5 Beyond the ayes and noes and ins and outs, the importance of 

these other parties lies in all those things that the Westminster model excluded and that a 

simple class polarity obscured. As increasingly from the 1960s votes were cast in more 

variegated and unpredictable ways, this began to be seen as a thwarted multi-party system 

needing the first-past-the-post electoral system (FPTP) both to deter voters from choosing 

alternatives and to discount their votes when they did. Progressively the swingometer now 

fell into relative disuse; and as FPTP stood revealed as the duopoly’s ‘artificial life-support 

machine’, it was also clear in retrospect that national electoral outcomes had never fully 

captured the complexities of political action and allegiance.6 

All that the third parties had in common is that they were not first or second parties. 

Some were meteors, some were damply spluttering fireworks, and some were like a 

permanent sideshow to the main prize bout, or the noises off in a Jacobean drama. The 

maximisation of the two-party vote tended to require of the dominant parties a pluralistic, 

broad-church character. Nevertheless, there were not only breakaway movements 

sporadically appearing to expose their internal tensions, but parties articulating grievances 

and aspirations that the dominant parties shied away from precisely because they were 

divisive. Sometimes these smaller parties centred on maverick parliamentary personalities, 

and often they sought to use the leverage of parliamentary elections. At the same time, there 

                                                 
4 Samuel Beer, Modern British Politics. A Study of Politics and Pressure Groups (London, 1969 edn), p. 432. 

5 Arend Lijphart, Democracies: Patterns of Majoritarian and Consensus Government in Twenty-One Countries 

(New Haven, CT, 1984) p. 68. 

6 Philip Lynch, ‘Party system change in Britain: multi-party politics in a multi-level polity’, British Politics, ii, 

2007, p. 323. 
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were also parties which remind us that were other sources of political influence, authority and 

legitimation, from the mobilisation of grassroots activists to the moulding of agendas through 

the cultivation of opinion or the deployment of mass media. With the years of European crisis 

beginning with the First World War, there was also the reverberation within Britain of the 

Bolshevik and fascist movements which in their different ways stood for alternatives to the 

prevailing parliamentary order. The Conservative leader Baldwin spoke for many in 

regarding them as alien forces of darkness, hate and division. For the historian they 

nevertheless pose important questions as to the often insular and self-contained character of 

national histories in which only the parliamentary parties are easily decipherable. 

These therefore were Britain’s ‘splinter’, ‘fringe’, ‘third’ or simply ‘other’ parties: the 

parties of minorities, peripheries, extremes, divided loyalties, squeezed middle, left behind 

and the passing craze or megalomaniac. As they loom in and out of view over time, their 

diversity makes generalisation more than usually hazardous, and their historiography is 

inevitably a fragmented one. It was not in fact until the 1970s that multi-party politics began 

to attract attention in its own right, albeit mainly viewed within a contemporary rather than a 

historical context.7 In some cases, like fascism and communism, these parties have their own 

dedicated historiography. In other cases, they feature mainly in the published lives of the 

personalities whose dominant imprint some of them so clearly bore; and in others still, the 

third-party aspect appears as part of a bigger story, as with the nationalist parties, or as part of 

a longer one, as with the Liberals. 

What follows is therefore rather more than the story of Britain’s also-rans. It is also 

the story of has-beens, might-have-beens and those whose day was still to come, all of which 

are touched upon here only in their third-party aspect. A first section, ‘New parties’, 

                                                 
7 See for example H.M. Drucker, ed., Multi-Party Britain (London, 1979); Vernon Bogdanor, Multi-Party 

Politics and the Constitution (Cambridge, 1983). 
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considers some of the varieties of the minor party from the origins of the modern party 

system in the mid-nineteenth century. A second section, ‘Blackmail potential?’, considers the 

wider effects which can sometimes be traced to even the also-rans among them. A final 

section, ‘The logic of permeation’, then focuses on issues raised by the extensive historical 

literatures devoted to Britain’s far-left and far-right parties, most notably the Communist 

Party of Great Britain (CPGB) and the British Union of Fascists (BUF).8 Both may be 

regarded as instances of relative party failure; both have occasioned much debate as to how 

far this demonstrated their alien and extrinsic political character, and how far conversely 

these were movements anchored in British political culture. If the CPGB more than its fascist 

contemporaries exercised a definite influence in British political life, it will be seen that it did 

so, not so much through challenging the system’s two-party dynamic, as by adapting to it and 

seizing upon those opportunities which the narrow terrain of mainstream party competition 

left still open to it. To this extent it encapsulates the paradox of the minor-party phenomenon; 

for like the other parties considered here, it offers both the confirmation of a sort of two-party 

electoral hegemony, and a reminder of its limitations in everything except elections.  

 

New parties 

 

When Oswald Mosley in early 1931 launched what he actually called the New Party, he was 

aged just thirty-four and the vaunted champion of the ‘modern mind’ against the pre-war ‘old 

gang’. He was also a frustrated former minister in the second Labour government (1929-31), 

whom the dashing of any hope of a New Party breakthrough then sent lurching after the 

chimera of a home-grown British fascism. In Mosley and his clutch of youthful supporters 

                                                 
8 Both parties went through changes of nomenclature but these are the most familiar variants and will be used 

irrespective of period here. 
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one therefore finds the three key elements which alone or in combination figured in every 

significant departure from Britain’s established party alignments. These were the voicing of 

some ideal or constituency not yet adequately represented in national politics; a splintering 

away from one or other of the established parties; and the representation within Britain of 

some international movement or body of ideas. In Mosley’s case, one might well add the 

fourth possible element of personal amour-propre or a taste for the messianic; for Mosley was 

a political rising star who, according to Michael Foot, could by common consent have led 

either the Labour Party or the Conservative Party.9 He was not alone in British history in 

giving rise to a political party that had no significant figurehead but himself. 

 Already as the modern party system took shape, there were radicals at Westminster 

who linked with the greater party in the country still denied its political rights. In 1841 and 

1847, Chartist candidates won symbolic victories at the hustings, though only Thomas 

Duncombe and later Feargus O’Connor were able to carry the battle to parliament itself.10 As 

Chartism ebbed in the 1850s, there did emerge the larger reform party which Miles Taylor 

describes as a party within the emerging Liberal Party, again complemented by the movement 

outside of parliament and drawing towards it the remnants of the Chartist leadership.11 In 

1857 the co-operator and secularist George Jacob Holyoake was by his own account the first 

true prospective labour candidate, at Tower Hamlets; though with so little resolution that he 

withdrew in favour of a tolerable Liberal.12 With the passing in 1867 of the Second Reform 

Act, there was now established a wider Labour Representation League, and the first authentic 

Labour representatives, Alexander MacDonald and Thomas Burt, were returned in 1874 for 

                                                 
9 Michael Foot, Evening Standard, 22 Oct. 1968, cited Oswald Mosley, My Life (London, 1970 edn), p. 524. 

10 Malcolm Chase, Chartism: a New History (Manchester, 2007), pp. 178-83, 279-86. 

11 Miles Taylor, The Decline of British Radicalism 1847-1860 (Oxford, 1995). 

12 George Jacob Holyoake, Sixty Years of an Agitator’s Life (London, 1906 edn), ch. 65. 
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the mining seats of Stafford and Morpeth. Both were nevertheless comfortably embedded 

within the radical wing of the Liberal Party; and by the turn of the century ‘Lib-Lab’ MPs of 

working-class sponsorship and Liberal political credentials were a fixture of the British 

coalfields. 

That was why Keir Hardie’s candidature in mid-Lanark in 1888 entered into Labour 

folklore as the augury of the truly independent political force which some proponents also 

referred to as the New Party.13 Through successively the Scottish Labour Party (1888), the 

Independent Labour Party (ILP, 1893) and the Labour Representation Committee (1900), an 

electoral presence was mustered sufficient to draw the Liberals into the covert collaboration 

of the Gladstone-MacDonald electoral pact (1903) and thus allow the establishment of a 

substantial parliamentary Labour Party. Academic debate would later rage as to whether a 

modernised Liberal Party might itself have met the challenge of the new mass electorate, and 

whether the tilting of the balance in Labour’s favour was a matter of political contingency or 

of the underlying logic of a class society. Whatever the different verdicts reached, what was 

apparently confirmed was that the logic of the two-party system required either the closer 

coalescence of these rivals or else the vanquishing of one by the other. What was also clearly 

demonstrated was that the interim experience of hung parliaments, while temporarily 

strengthening the hand of a centre party, was finally calamitous to it in forcing it to reveal 

that hand. Both the 1924 and 1931 elections saw precipitate falls in the Liberal popular vote 

in precisely such circumstances and strengthened Labour’s standing even in defeat. One may 

wonder whether Liberal Democrats had sufficiently digested this lesson when they negotiated 

the 2010 coalition with a dominant Conservative Party.  

                                                 
13 Andrew Reid, ed., The New Party: Described by Some of its Members (London, 1894). 
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 As the guarantee of Labour’s continuing electoral advance, the Fabian socialist 

Sidney Webb invoked ‘the inevitability of gradualness’. Notoriously the Fabians had 

foresworn any distinctive political stance except in respect of their primary concern with 

‘practical Democracy and socialism’.14 If a Fabianised Labour Party should now prevail 

within a reconstituted party duopoly, it was similarly through the subordination of all 

diversionary considerations to this single dominant political axis. Mosley and his New Party 

might claim to speak for the coming generation. In reality, a generational cleavage had never 

in Britain provided the basis of a viable party organisation and theirs in any case was a fatally 

circumscribed movement of gilded youth.15 With the achievement in 1918 of women’s 

suffrage there had briefly surfaced a ‘Women’s Party’, envisaged by Suffragette Emmeline 

Pankhurst as continuing the work of the Women’s Social and Political Union. This had a 

stridently anti-Labour platform that found favour with supporters of the Lloyd George 

coalition. Nevertheless, the 1918 election saw the defeat of the party’s only candidate, 

Emmeline’s daughter Christabel, and the handful of independent women’s candidates were 

also unsuccessful.16 Women’s political activities thereafter were therefore focused either on 

the provision made for them within other political parties, at the expense in every case of 

their massive under-representation in leading roles and public office, or on the many non-

party campaigns with which the continuity of a feminist campaigning tradition has been 

identified.17 

                                                 
14 Kevin Morgan, Bolshevism and the British Left: ii. The Webbs and Soviet Communism, (London, 2006), ch. 6. 

15 See Matthew Worley, Oswald Mosley and the New Party (Basingstoke, 2010). 

16 June Purvis, Emmeline Pankhurst. A biography (London, 2002), ch. 21. 

17 Krista Cowman, Women in British Politics, c. 1689-1979 (Basingstoke, 2010), chs 8-9; Pat Thane, ‘The 

impact of mass democracy on British political culture, 1918-1939’ in Julie Gottlieb and Richard Toye, eds, The 

Aftermath of Suffrage: Women, Gender, and Politics in Britain, 1918-1945 (Basingstoke, 2013), pp. 54-69. 
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More durable parties were founded on the basis of the national question. The ceding 

of the Irish Free State in 1922 removed the greatest of the spanners in the Westminster works 

in the form of the Irish Nationalist Party. Even so, the contrivance of partition did bring with 

it a sort of party micro-system in Northern Ireland. This chiefly took the form of Ulster 

Unionist MPs who until the 1970s accepted the Conservative whip at Westminster. In Wales 

and Scotland there were meanwhile established Plaid Cymru in 1925 and the Scottish 

National Party (SNP) in 1934. Home rule had been close to the heart of Gladstonian 

Liberalism, and Plaid’s formation has been traced to the crisis of a Liberal political 

hegemony which had become fused with the nationalist cause.18 In Scotland, it was the 

shallowness of Labour’s commitment to self-government that prompted the formation in 

1928 of the National Party of Scotland, whose merger with the right-leaning Scottish Party, 

formed four years later, resulted in the SNP.19 Neither party threatened any immediate 

electoral breakthrough, and Plaid’s historian describes it as in this period ‘not really a 

political party at all but a cultural and educational movement’.20 

 It was in the late 1960s that both the Welsh and Scottish parties achieved the by-

election victories that signalled their bursting in upon the Westminster model.21 Already the 

Liberals had similarly confounded the operations of the swingometer, most notably in the 

spectacular Orpington by-election upset of 1962. For some, this signified class dealignment, 

for others the fraying of the post-war settlement within which the contest between its two 

                                                 
18 D. Hwyel Davies, The Welsh Nationalist Party 1925-1945. A Call to Nationhood (Cardiff, 1983). 

19 Richard J. Finlay, Independent and Free: Scottish Politics and the Origins of the Scottish National Party, 

1918-1945 (Edinburgh, 1994). 

20 Davies, Welsh Nationalist Party, p. viii. 

21 James Mitchell, ‘From breakthrough to mainstream: the politics of potential and blackmail’ in Gerry Hassan, 

ed., The Modern SNP: From Protest to Power (Edinburgh, 2009), pp. 31-2. 
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dominant parties had been played out. In spite of continuing marked fluctuations, an age of 

multi-party politics was thus prefigured that has since come to appear as irreversibly 

grounded in a multi-level polity and the employment within it of diverse electoral systems 

conducive to strikingly varied outcomes and patterns of support. 

As the century reached its end there thus existed a range of electorally credible parties 

representing what Dennis Kavanagh and David Butler, in their commentary on the 2005 

election, described as ‘distinctive strands of opinion that the traditional parties are unable to 

represent.22 The Liberals, lately the Liberal Democrats, had initially seemed to cater for a 

social and political ‘happy medium’ alienated by class conflict and disenfranchised by two-

party adversarialism.23 Subsequently the convergence of the Westminster parties on the 

centre ground, particularly as this was redefined in the light of Thatcherism, produced its own 

exclusions as most strikingly manifested in what had once seemed impregnable Labour 

strongholds. The earliest beneficiary was the far-right British National Party (BNP), which 

like its counterparts elsewhere picked up support from disaffected ‘losers from 

modernisation’.24 In contrast to the inter-war years, it was the far left that seemed furthest 

from establishing an electoral foothold. Nevertheless, from the student protests of the 1960s 

to a plethora of issue-based campaigns, the parties and groupuscules of the radical left had a 

definite presence away from the parliamentary arena. If these, moreover, could be regarded as 

a form of post-materialist ‘middle-class radicalism’, so too could the more electorally 

orientated campaigning of the Green Party, which on its formation as PEOPLE in 1973 was 

arguably the earliest such environmentalist party in any European country.  

                                                 
22 See Stephen Ingle, The British Party System (London, 2008 edn), ch. 9. 

23 Butler and Stokes, Political Change, ch. 14. 

24 Robert Ford, ‘Who might for vote for the BNP?’ in Roger Eatwell and Matthew J. Goodwin, eds, The New 

Extremism in 21st Century Britain (London, 2010), pp. 145-67. 
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 Breakaway parties seemed of their very nature to come and go. Where the claim on 

some distinct ‘strand of opinion’ allowed if nothing else for a degree of staying-power, the 

pull of the two-party system led as if inexorably to the absorption or extinction of virtually 

every one of Britain’s disenchanted splinter groups. Already in the form of the Liberal 

Unionists, whose leader Joseph Chamberlain was one of Mosley’s most obvious political 

forbears, a spate of inconclusive general elections (1885-92) only served to hasten the process 

of rapid absorption into the main body of the Conservative Party.25 There were also the 

Liberal Nationals who from their emergence in 1931 were closely aligned with and 

dependent on the Conservatives and eventually fused with them at constituency level. Lloyd 

George, meanwhile, broke off from the Liberals with his tiny family party, and almost as 

quickly made his way back again.26 

Labour’s first significant breakaway was the National Democratic Party, formerly the 

British Workers’ League, comprising pro-war supporters of the Lloyd George coalition and 

returning ten MPs in the 1918 Khaki election. All had received the Lloyd George coupon, 

and like the smattering of Coalition Labour MPs they proved a phenomenon of a single 

parliament.27 National Labour, formed to support defecting ministers in 1931, also depended 

on Conservative goodwill and by the end of the decade its handful of MPs had either reverted 

to their old allegiance or formalised their new one. Even the ILP, on its disaffiliating from 

Labour in 1932, lost the great bulk of its membership, though it retained its one real 

                                                 
25 John D. Fair, ‘From Liberal to Conservative: the flight of the Liberal Unionists after 1886’, Victorian Studies, 

xxix, 1986, pp. 291-314. 

26 David Dutton, A History of the Liberal Party Since 1900 (Basingstoke, 2013 edn), pp. 111-20, 148-9. 

27 Roy Douglas, ‘The National Democratic Party and the British Workers’ League’, Historical Journal, xv, 

1972, pp. 553-52. G.H. Roberts did retain his Norwich seat in 1922, but lost it the following year having joined 

the Conservatives. 
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stronghold of Glasgow and returned four MPs there in 1935.28 Generally, Labour dissidents 

were either reconciled with their party, like the mercurial Stafford Cripps, or consigned to 

electoral oblivion, like the ‘Labour Independents’ expelled as communist sympathisers in 

1949, or the two Militant MPs who suffered a similar fate in 1991. The sole possible 

exception was the Social Democratic Party that broke away with fourteen MPs in 1981 and 

briefly threatened a lasting realignment of the centre-left. That such a claim was sustainable 

was nevertheless possible only through its alliance with the resurgent Liberals, giving rise in 

1988 to their merger as the Liberal Democrats. 

While Labour defectors pulled off in both directions, Conservative splintering 

movements usually involved some notion of a national or imperial interest insufficiently 

safeguarded against disparate forms of political, economic or racial imperilment. This was 

certainly the rationale of the National Party established by the protectionist MP Henry Page 

Croft with a handful of parliamentary supporters in 1917.29 Fourteen years later, there flashed 

across the protectionist firmament the Empire Free Trade Crusade of press magnate Lord 

Beaverbrook, while in the last decade of the century hostility to the European Union gave rise 

to both the Referendum Party and the UK Independence Party (UKIP). Even UKIP, at the 

time of writing Britain’s third party in terms of votes, has depended on a Conservative 

defector for its sole parliamentary representation. Though Page Croft’s National Party is said 

to have achieved the century’s best fourth-party performance in the 1918 Khaki election, its 

two successful candidates similarly depended on a free run from the Tories and soon reverted 

to the Conservative fold, as did the one successful Beaverbrook candidate in a 1930 by-

                                                 
28 Gidon Cohen, The Failure of a Dream? The Independent Labour Party from Disaffiliation to World War II 

(London, 2009). 

29 William D. Rubinstein, ‘Henry Page Croft and the National Party 1917-22’, Journal of Contemporary 

History, ix, 1974, pp. 129-48. 
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election. It was a measure of this predicament that Enoch Powell, who in his aversion to 

Europe and mass immigration was UKIP’s clearest political precursor, had to secure his 

parliamentary platform by relocating himself to Northern Ireland and accepting the mandate 

of the Ulster Unionists.  

The third or exogenous variety of ‘other’ party takes us even further beyond the reach 

of the Westminster model. Mosley maintained that neither liberalism, socialism nor 

conservatism were peculiarly British phenomena, and that each also had the aspect of an 

international creed or ideology.30 The nationalist parties of the inter-war years were certainly 

part of a pan-European development, and the influence of the far-right Action française upon 

Plaid Cymru has prompted impassioned discussion of Plaid’s alleged fascistic proclivities.31 

The larger parties also had their fellow-travellers of left or right, far more so, in the Labour 

Party’s case, than did the more disciplined social-democratic parties of the continent. Where 

the communist and fascist parties nevertheless stand apart is in the derivation of their very 

names, insignia and, in the BUF’s case, their uniform from the external states and movements 

with which they identified. They also provided them with both material and moral support, 

and doubtless this is part of their fascination: for these of all the smaller parties have attracted 

a level of historiographical interest that can hardly be accounted by their electoral presence 

alone. On the other hand, if we first reflect upon the possible impact of these diverse smaller 

parties upon British politics and society, we shall see that this can by no means be reduced to 

the number of votes they received. 

                                                 
30 Oswald Mosley, The Greater Britain (London, 1934 edn), p. 20. 

31 See for example Richard Griffiths, ‘Another form of fascism: the cultural impact of the French “radical right” 

in Britain’ in Julie V. Gottlieb and Thomas P. Linehan, eds, The Culture of Fascism. Visions of the Far Right in 

Britain (London, 2004), pp. 174-80; Richard Wyn Jones, The Fascist Party in Wales? Plaid Cymru, Welsh 

Nationalism and the Accusation of Fascism (Cardiff, 2014). 
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Blackmail potential 

 

In relation to the SNP, James Mitchell invokes Sartori’s idea of the capacity of oppositional 

parties to help shape the terms of political debate through what he calls their blackmail 

potential. They may, in other words, have no credible claim to a role in government, or 

‘coalition potential’. They do, however, offer sufficient electoral competition to influence the 

outcome of elections, if only in some cases by the diversion of votes at other parties’ 

expense.32 In the earliest days of Labour’s electoral challenge, its capacity to damage Liberal 

electoral prospects was manifestly greater than that of actually winning seats. While the 

Liberals as the dominant party might therefore argue against splitting the non-Unionist vote, 

this could equally be turned against it as a political bargaining counter. As early as 1892, L.T. 

Hobhouse was warning that the formation of a separate Labour Party could only be avoided if 

the Liberals embraced a programme of broad national interests ‘of which ... the greatest and 

most pressing is the improvement of the conditions of the working millions’. If social 

reformists of this type made the running once the Liberals returned to power in 1906, this was 

certainly not due to their numerical weight within the party, and it did on the other hand 

reflect something of the pressure of the rising Labour Party.33 For the later Celtic nationalist 

parties, in the absence of any such electoral arrangement, the geographical concentration of 

support did facilitate a parliamentary breakthrough and already in the October 1974 general 

election some fourteen SNP and Plaid MPs were returned. What ultimately proved a win-win 

                                                 
32 James Mitchell, ‘From breakthrough to mainstream: the politics of potential and blackmail’ in Gerry Hassan, 

ed., The Modern SNP: From Protest to Power (Edinburgh, 2009), pp. 33-41; Sartori, Parties and Party Systems, 

pp. 107-10. 

33 Hobhouse cited Michael Freeden, The New Liberalism. An Ideology of Social Reform (Oxford, 1978), p. 126. 
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situation for the SNP was Labour’s meeting of this challenge by the concession of such 

political reforms as gave its nationalist rivals the space beyond the dominant party system in 

which to flourish. Buttressed by its standing in the Scottish parliament, and the securing of a 

referendum on Scottish independence, the SNP in 2015 enjoyed the once unthinkable sequel 

of Labour’s extinction as a parliamentary force north of the border. Perhaps there is a parallel 

with the securing by the early Labour Party of the legalisation by Asquith’s Liberal 

government of the trade union political funds which then assisted it in supplanting the 

Liberals after 1918.34 

While other minor parties struggled to breach the threshold of electoral credibility, it 

is a paradox of third-party politics that party failure may in certain circumstances be the 

measure of a party’s impact rather than its absence. One of the features of a finely balanced 

duopoly was that governments could change hands, or at least anticipate doing so, through 

relatively small-scale movements of the swingometer. A party capable of influencing these 

movements could therefore expect to have its presence attended to, even at the expense of the 

distinctive political space it sought to occupy. Even in advance of modern polling methods, 

the so-called nationalisation of the party system meant that almost any electoral contest could 

be read as the key to national trends. This was especially so in circumstances in which the 

pull of the principal parties was weakened, as in by-elections, by the absence of any 

immediate national consequences.35 By the final decades of the twentieth century, the 

volatility that had become such a feature of these campaigns was compounded by the 

                                                 
34 Chris Wrigley, ‘Labour and the trade unions’ in K.D. Brown, ed., The First Labour Party 1906-1914 

(London, 1985), pp. 129-51. 

35 Matthew Roberts, ‘“A terrific outburst of political meteorology”: by-elections and the Unionist electoral 

ascendancy in late-Victorian England’ in T.G. Otte and Paul Readman (eds), By-elections in British Politics 

1832-1914 (Woodbridge, 2013), pp. 177-200. 
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introduction of new categories of election, notably for devolved institutions and the European 

parliament, which did not follow the simple plurality principle of the Westminster model. 

The far-right National Front (NF) never achieved a by-election breakthrough, nor 

even managed to get a single local councillor elected. Nevertheless, by its merely signalling a 

reservoir of possible support, as notably when it pushed the Liberals into fourth place in the 

Greater London Council elections in May 1977, it fuelled apprehensions of a strong electoral 

performance in a period in which both main parties had been haemorrhaging votes. These 

were the circumstances in which Margaret Thatcher in 1978 undertook to deal with the 

immigration issue that lay behind the NF challenge, using the very language of swamping 

that had hitherto demarcated the NF from the political mainstream. To this extent, Thatcher’s 

notorious interview with World in Action represented a definite point scored by the NF. 

Nevertheless, whatever the connection between the boost it gave to the political salience of 

immigration, the election victory that Thatcher achieved the following year, and the passing 

in 1981 of the British Nationality Act, it did the NF itself no good at all. In the 1979 election, 

it flopped; and throughout the Thatcher years it found that the political space it had 

threatened to occupy was no longer available.36 As Roger Griffin observed, the spectre of 

fascism’s success could exercise a greater influence on mainstream political agendas than 

could ‘actually existing fascism’ itself, and it was thus that purportedly liberal states were 

drawn into collusion with the forces of racism and ultra-nationalism.37 
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The notion of political blackmail might suggest a victim more unwilling and less 

opportunistic than Thatcher actually was. On the other hand, the later challenge of the BNP 

was also accommodated by what was now New Labour with a so-called triangulation strategy 

that in practice was closer to Thatcher’s approach than to the more combative stance which 

Labour itself had traditionally adopted.38 From another part of the political spectrum, the 

greening of Britain’s mainstream politics must have owed something to the Greens’ 

achievement of a one-off 15 per cent of the national poll in European parliament elections in 

1989. Certainly, it was consistent with the paradox of Britain having one of Europe’s weakest 

environmentalist parties and one of its strongest environmental lobbies.39 In the case of the 

Referendum Party and more especially UKIP, Euroscepticism combined with populist 

xenophobia certainly had its effect upon the larger parties. In the party most contiguous, 

which in this case was the Conservatives, the familiar notion of blackmail may nevertheless 

obscure the ways in which an external party threat could be deployed in internal party politics 

as a form of partisan bargaining counter. UKIP, in other words, was a form of argument for 

the Eurosceptic Tory in just the same way that the embryonic Labour Party had been for the 

Liberal progressive Hobhouse. 

That may be worth bearing in mind as we turn to the seeming ineffectuality of the 

CPGB and the inter-war fascist movement. According to the political scientist’s criteria of 

party relevance, both these movements comprehensively failed the test not only of coalition 

potential but of blackmail potential. The CPGB at its electoral apogee in 1945 had just two 
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MPs, along with the communist-aligned Labour expellee D.N. Pritt. The BUF, following the 

New Party fiasco, did not even contest a parliamentary seat; and whereas the CPGB did at 

least have its ‘little Moscows’, and in 1946 claimed 215 local councillors, Britain had no little 

Nurembergs and only one little-publicised BUF councillor.40 Both the CPGB and the BUF 

have in consequence been regarded as prime examples of party failure. The former, according 

to its first academic historian, was a ‘revolutionary party in a non-revolutionary situation’.41 

The BUF similarly appeared as a sort of praetorian guard standing ready to rescue Britain 

from a crisis that never materialised. Here, on the one hand, was the evidence of Britain’s 

immunity to what was otherwise an ‘age of extremes’.42 At the same time, the extremes 

themselves appear as a somewhat esoteric affair, with the ‘bizarre fascination’ which A.J.P. 

Taylor conceded on reviewing one early CPGB history, but without it being of any relevance 

for the wider course of events.43 

 Superficially at least, there are consequently a number of similarities in the two 

movements’ historiographies. Both are approached as movements of highly committed 

political activists, and both have drawn extensively on recent developments in social and 

cultural history. The highly localised phenomenon of the little Moscow has attracted studies 

of the social or ethnic particularities that lay behind the CPGB’s relative success in certain 

parts of the British coalfields or London’s Jewish East End.44 The BUF has also given rise to 
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a plethora of local and regional studies, and in both cases there is a strong interest in the 

prosopography of these parties, which in the communists’ case can draw upon a body of 

source materials unparalleled in the case of any other British party.45 Both the CPGB and its 

predecessors and the BUF have also given rise to sophisticated studies of women’s political 

activism and the gendering within these movements of political discourse and power 

relations.46 Particularly in the BUF’s case, it is a truism that never in the field of popular 

politics has so much been written by so many about so few. 

As Martin Pugh remarks, despite its abundance this literature has nevertheless figured 

remarkably little in the wider study of British political history.47 Work on both these 

movements engages with a vigorous international scholarship, and both have the potential to 

bring a distinctive comparative perspective to the specificities of British political 

development. This can hardly be expected, however, if they are historiographically 

quarantined within a sort of extra-territorial enclave. It is through exploring their interplay 

with Britain’s wider political culture that the superficial resemblance between the impact and 

reception of the two movements themselves is dispelled. More importantly, these are not just 

interesting footnotes to the larger political narrative of twentieth-century Britain. At certain 

key moments, they are crucially part of the bigger story itself. 
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The logic of permeation 

 

In an essay published in 1984, Ross McKibbin posed the question of why was there no 

Marxism in Britain. McKibbin was the author of a standard work on the early Labour Party 

that was firmly rooted in the age of the swingometer and expressed its debts amongst others 

to Peter Pulzer. Labour in this account was thus the product of intense class loyalties and of a 

class-riven society; ideology was embellishment and detail, and socialism itself partly a sop 

to the professional bourgeoisie.48 The ‘Marxism’ essay took these questions further back to 

ask why, prior to 1914, Britain’s highly developed class consciousness had not given rise to a 

mass Marxist party like the German Social Democratic Party (SPD).49 As an excursion into 

comparative history, the essay was somewhat bereft of comparative data and some of the 

factors cited – notably the structure of the workforce and the availability of a socialist 

political leadership – could equally have been made of other European countries and large 

parts of Germany.50 What did however appear as the crucial distinctiveness of the British 

case was the strength of a pre-existing working-class associational culture. This may also be 

identified with the trade unions that long predated any British socialist movement and were 

central to McKibbin’s understanding of British labourism.  
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 In theory, there was no reason why the same logic should not be extended to the post-

1914 period.51 Accounts of British fascism have not made much of factors like the structure 

of the workforce. Nevertheless, even in this context the strength of organised labour has been 

seen as a crucial factor restricting the popular support available for Mosley’s brand of 

fascism. By the same token, the structurally induced contraction of this labour movement 

presence is plausibly regarded as at least part of the explanation for the much greater electoral 

advances made by far-right movements in the post-Thatcher period.52 In relation to 

McKibbin’s immediate concern with Marxism, one is superficially confronted with the same 

basic anomaly in respect of the absence in Britain of the sort of mass communist party that 

was established at different times in countries like Germany, France and Italy. Nevertheless, 

the posing of the same question diachronically raises very different issues; for Britain by the 

1920s not only lacked the mass rejectionist party assumed to have prevailed elsewhere before 

1914, but the sort of tightly managed, mass reformist party of a resolutely anti-Bolshevik type 

that the SPD had since become.   

 Even Lenin had seen that there was something distinctive about the British case.  If 

Britain’s diffuse and pluralistic associational culture precluded the development of a mass 

Marxist party, it also counteracted pressures for the ostracism of the same radical elements as 

long as these appeared to respect the movement’s common conventions. British trade unions 

had never been divided on political or confessional lines. They were consequently disinclined 

to introduce political tests when the establishment of a national Labour Party coincided with 

the wider schism in European social democracy that followed the Russian revolution. It was 
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not until the late 1920s that communists were finally excluded from the Labour Party, and 

even then they mostly retained their rights within the unions that loomed so large within it.  

The Labour Party itself had always accepted the affiliation of the communists’ 

predecessors. Curiously, it is nevertheless the ultra-reformist Fabian Society, formed as one 

of Britain’s earliest socialist bodies in 1884, that may be regarded as one of the CPGB’s most 

important antecedents. The Fabians had not at first even supported the idea of a new party 

breaking into the bifurcated world of Private Willis. Instead, they became synonymous with 

the idea of permeation: not just of Britain’s political elites, but through the influencing of a 

wider public and the democratic movements of worker and consumer to which founding 

Fabians Sidney and Beatrice Webb devoted a series of pioneering studies. This was one of 

the strands that fed into the early CPGB, through the radicalisation of a younger generation of 

Fabians and the transformation of the Fabian Research Department into the communist-

aligned Labour Research Department. The Webbs themselves would never become 

persuaded of the need for a British communist party. Nevertheless, as in their final years they 

embraced the cause of Soviet communism, they did certainly recognise a sense of fellow 

feeling with the communists’ first real mass enrolment of the anti-fascist 1930s. If the 

communists sought power by means of ‘permeation, fractions and nuclei’, the sometime 

Labour leader George Lansbury had advised, it was the Webbs who could teach them how to 

do it.53 

Here then was neither blackmail nor coalition, nor merely a form of burrowing, but a 

politics of partisan campaigning that was not primarily about sustaining a group of 

parliamentary leaders. From the ‘New Unionism’ appearing in the formative years of British 

socialism, to the great industrial conflicts of the 1960s-70s, successive movements of the 
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radical left were intimately connected with the militant union activism of at least a section of 

British labour. In the communists’ case, the historian Nina Fishman once suggested that they 

‘vacated the political arena voluntarily’ to concentrate on these union-based activities.54 

Though this was clearly overstated, the communists did certainly achieve their greatest 

effectiveness through forms of militant permeationism, sometimes of a covert character, 

though far more often not. As well as work within the unions, one might think of communist 

initiatives like the Left Book Club of the 1930s, or the Hunger Marches organised by the 

National Unemployed Workers’ Movement, or the international solidarity campaigns to 

which communists and other left groups made such prominent contributions.55 Until the 

CPGB finally dissolved itself in 1991, there was always an underlying tension between the 

conception of a leading or ‘vanguard’ party and that of a movement of political activists. It is 

noteworthy, however, that when the New Left emerged from the crisis of Stalinism in 1956, it 

was the latter tradition which it sought to maintain, and, the Trotskyists excepted, there was 

no attempt to form a rival or successor party. If there was a sequel in party terms, it was in the 

‘Labour new left’ which in the early Thatcher years was identified with left-wing standard-

bearer Tony Benn, and which linked up with movements beyond the Labour party exactly as 

had the unity campaigns of the 1930s.56 Though subsequently Tony Blair’s New Labour 

introduced a managed party environment verging on control freakery, commentators of all 

persuasions were amazed following the 2015 election to see Labour’s age-old radical 

tradition resurrected from the ashes.  
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 There are obvious parallels again with the historiography on inter-war fascism. Pugh 

in particular evokes a ‘flourishing traffic’ in ideas and personnel between fascists and inter-

war Conservatism, and the permeation, not of the unions, but of the military.57 Though 

fascism in Britain lacked the continuous party lineage which for Marxists began in the 1880s, 

its historians have clearly demonstrated that its ideological roots go back to a British as well 

as a European far-right tradition.58 This in itself, however, does not tell us very much about 

the changing relations between these ideas and the society within which they found 

expression. The notion of a disembodied ‘generic fascism’, positing the primacy of ‘culture’ 

over ‘politics’, and of ideology over movement, has in this respect encouraged a descriptive 

and surprisingly traditional reproduction of period texts irrespective of how these were 

socially constructed, and by whom.59 Notwithstanding the ‘primacy of culture consensus’ in 

fascist studies, fascism in its British variant had little real cultural presence to give primacy 

to. The BUF’s internal culture has been admirably reconstructed. Discussion of a wider 

activity has nevertheless fallen back on a reactive stream of far-right commentary, mostly on 

the part of a very few individuals, with no significant cultural productions, no discussion of 

audience, and nothing at all – unless one includes palingenetic renditions of Elgar and 

Schubert – bearing out the claim of a radical fascist modernity.60 
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Comparison of the two fringe movements is not therefore an exercise in historical 

parallelism, but demonstrates their very different relations with both state and society in the 

years of Britain’s emerging post-war settlement. In respect of the state, it was the communists 

who from the outset were a principal target for Britain’s systems of surveillance, while 

fascists in the 1920s enjoyed an element of positive collusion with them.61 Nevertheless, 

when during the Nazi-Soviet pact (1939-41) the two movements became entangled as never 

before in the official mind, it was the fascists who were summarily proscribed and had 

several hundred members interned. The communists meanwhile avoided such a fate, not least 

because of the reaction it might have provoked in the factories and among a wider public.62 

Within a liberal political culture, relations with state and society were to this extent 

interdependent with each other. Communists took on many public roles, and research 

confirms the verdict of one early study that the CPGB was never a ‘closed society with 

distinctive mores isolated from the rest of society’, and that its members readily fraternised 

and found acceptance with their fellows.63 Discussion of the communists’ cultural presence 

can easily descend into lists of luminaries passing through the party’s ranks. From the Unity 

Theatre and Joan Littlewood’s Theatre Workshop to the jazz and folk revivals, the Artists’ 

International Association and the scientists who influenced the ‘white heat’ of the Wilson 

years, communists and those closest to them did undoubtedly have a presence that was not 
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restricted to the margins of British society.64 Former communists by the 1970s included a 

Poet Laureate, Chancellor of the Exchequer, Master of Balliol and general secretary of 

Britain’s largest trade union. It is remarkable, by contrast, how few are the longer trajectories 

of BUF members so far known to us, whether as a result of the movement’s pariah status, or 

because the estimates of a BUF membership greatly exceeding the CPGB’s need revising 

downwards.65 

The CPGB achieved its peak membership in 1942. These by common assent were 

years of a ‘probably unprecedented’ politicisation of the British people, and at a time, as 

McKibbin has pointed out, when the Labour Party was unwilling to enter the sphere of civil 

society.66 It is therefore reasonable to ponder the role of party in this politicisation, and what 

these parties might have been. McKibbin has latterly admitted the communists as part of the 

wartime ‘radical mix’ on the basis of their respectable showing in the 1945 election. 

Nevertheless, the two-party paradigm remains intact, and the phase of radicalisation is 

tellingly characterised as one of ‘the party system thrown off course’.67 Elsewhere Steven 

Fielding has invoked the same ‘movement away from party’, and while he rightly discusses 

the 5,000 members of Richard Acland’s radical Common Wealth party, the CPGB’s 40,000 

wartime recruits are simply discounted.68 Paul Addison commented long ago that the main 

source of radicalising propaganda was ‘not the official Labour apparatus, but the leftish 
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intelligentsia’, and this included an activist intelligentsia in the factories and localities which 

in this period was strongly identified with the communists.69 Whether as a symptom or as a 

galvanising contributory factor, there is therefore no retracing Addison’s ‘road to 1945’ 

except in the company of this political presence to Labour’s left. The moment did not last, 

and having campaigned for Labour’s victory in 1945 the communists were then virtually 

wiped out as an electoral force during the Cold War. The party system resumed its course, 

and by the time that McKenzie wheeled out his swingometer it would appear as if it could 

have had no other. 

It does not seem that way now. It was in the watershed elections of the twentieth 

century – those of 1906, 1945 and 1979 – that movements or threatened movements away 

from established parties helped shape the terms on which these elections were fought and 

won. When Private Willis warbled, and McKenzie first measured the two-party swing, these 

by contrast were moments of relative equilibrium and a certain inward-looking complacency. 

It is doubtless true that every generation recasts history in the light of its own preoccupations. 

With Scotland voting on the break-up of the Union, and Britain as a whole on its Brexiting 

from a wider union, it is therefore natural that at the time of writing Britain’s minor parties 

should seem to raise important issues regarding the broader field of British political history. 

These parties are too diverse to allow of any general conclusion regarding minor-party 

politics. Whether as splintering movements or as parties arising independently of those 

duopolising national office, effectiveness did nevertheless depend in every case on there 

being some grievance, aspiration or identity that the Westminster model did not 

accommodate. Damp squibs excepted, the mere fact of these issues coalescing in some 

meaningful party form was a measure of how much there was that the model did exclude, 
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albeit that this, as in a case like fascism, could be a mark of strength as well as complacency. 

The impact of these minor parties depended in some of the best-known cases on the 

exercising of credible electoral threat. Nevertheless, politics has never only been a matter of 

elections, and from the Chartists to the two world wars some of the peaks of third-party 

activity occurred in the absence of any real opportunity for elections at all. It is a cliché that 

precisely these were some of the pivotal moments in British political history. They remind us 

that neither the two-party paradigm nor the swingometer could ever fully represent the 

complexities of British political culture, particularly in its moments of greatest flux. 
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